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It happens frequently that even today many people in the capital of Italy, after a trip by 
plane or train quiet and accurate, it is they spend hours waiting for a Taxi. 
 
In addition, a survey conducted by the British company Airport transfers , and based on 
some of the questions put to just over two thousand British tourists, who have made a 
holiday overseas last year, so in 2012 resulted in the Roman taxi drivers are grumpy. 
 
And the survey showed that in fact the last places to be polite and helpful to those who 
arrive in the city for the first time there are tourists Romans. 
 
But what is the " kindness and help" required to ours? 
 
According to 86% of respondents there is no doubt : it is desirable that they be open to 
discussion with the customer who decide to carry, to answer your questions and needs, and 
make him feel more welcomed , of course, from the point of view human . 
 
In addition , 46% said that a taxi driver "friendly" is the one who gives advice and provides 
insights on the place that you go to visit . 
Unsatisfactory even the behavior of taxi drivers in Ibiza and Dubai, while respondents are 
satisfied instead of the ways of kindness and taxi drivers in other places very vacationers as 
the Greek island of Rhodi, or , Mallorca, Palmanova. 
 
At this point someone might say that the Romans and Parisians are rude because they do 
not live in beautiful places but marine traffic in the h24 and yet in the list of the most " 
friendly" there are also those of a chaotic metropolis like New York ... in this context that 
TransferShuttleTour.com that with the seriousness , professionalism and punctuality has 
built its strengths ! 
 
We are a company of people with a long experience in the field of ' car , which focuses its 
work in the quality of services , offering , professionalism and reliability, giving more 
comfort and customer service. 
 
Transfer Shuttle Tours is a car rental service that provides the customer with professional 
drivers cars are equipped with all the comforts, corresponding to the standards of quality 
and safety required by the applicable regulations of the European Community . Choose 
TransferShuttleTour.com means to be at the center of world attention and get anywhere, 
and at any time , assistance, information and courtesy. 

 

Transfer Shuttle Tour 
Via A. Sogliano n.23 
00164 Rome - Italy 
tel. +39 393 7025307   

Partita VAT: 12033351003 
 website: 
www.transfershuttletour.com 
e-mail: info@tstrome.com 
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Our drivers are selected based on proven and recognized moral and professional qualities , 
will offer you a high quality driving service , coupled with professionalism and discretion. 
Our large fleet of vehicles allows us to meet as quickly as possible to your every request. 
 
 
TST Rome : 
 
 
• provides shuttle services connecting to and from the airports of Fiumicino,    
   Ciampino Airport, and the Port of Civitavecchia; 
 
 
• realizes sightseeing tours , with itineraries that touch the most beautiful and  
   evocative places in Rome; 
 
 
• make excursions of medium/long haul to places of interest in central Italy ,  
   such as Florence , Siena, Naples , Pompeii , Amalfi Coast, etc... 
 
• provides you with professional drivers and prestige cars for on the day of  
   your wedding . In addition to the transport of the couple and can make a  
   service shuttles for guests at the ceremony coupled with the Tour of Rome  
  (the most Important Monuments ); 
 
 
 
 
TransferShuttleTour.com and 'with a fleet of the Best Sedans , Minivans and Minibuses at 
the top of the range, newly registered, equipped with the maximum comfort and safety 
systems. And professional drivers with vehicles equipped with all the comforts, 
corresponding to the standards of quality and safety required by the applicable regulations 
of the European Community. Choose Transfer Shuttle Tour, means being at the center of 
world attention and get anywhere, and at any time , assistance, information and courtesy. 
 
Our drivers , chosen based on proven and recognized moral and professional qualities , we 
offer a high quality driving service , coupled with professionalism and discretion.  
Our large fleet of vehicles allows us to meet as soon your every need. 
 
 
Thank you in advance . 
 
  
Transfer Shuttle Tour 
 
DG  Riccardo Vivan 


